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constants

velocity of propagation

= w./u , dimensionless entrainment velocity. e H

function of dimensionless pressure gradient

functions of gradient Richardson number to account for

the damping of turbulence by density differences

gravitational constant

depth of mixed layer

turbulent kinetic energy

eddy diffusivity

eddy viscosity

length scale of large eddies

pressure

= hu /v , Reynolds number
H 0

flux Richardson number, defined by equation 8

gradient Richardson number, defined by equation 6
. 2
= flpgh /(p u ), overall Richardson number

o 0 0 *
time

horizontal, transverse and vertical velocity components

dimensionless horizontal velocity defined by equation llb

entrainment velocity

spatial co-ordinates, the z-axis points downwards

= ct-z, co-ordinate in moving frame of reference

constants
- 2= h ap/ax/(p u ), dimensionless pressure gradiento H

scalar

difference between mean horizontal velocity of mixed layer

and velocity just below the interface

='p - p(O,t), density difference between lower layer ando
free surface

= z/h(t), dimensionless vertical co-ordinate

value of n where Rf/Fm is maximum

von Kármán's constant
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KIK
S

turbulent Prandtl number under neutral conditions

molecular or effective viscosity just below interface

density

density of lower layer

dimensionless density difference defined by equation lla

....
mean value as regards turbulence

turbulent fluctuation

depth averaged value

subscripts

cr critical value

m momentum

max maximum value

n neutral conditions

s scalar

0 initial condition, lower layer

K .referring to friction velocity
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Abstract

Mixing across a stabie density interface caused by a shear stress

externally acting on a two-layer fluid initially at rest is modelled

using the turbulent-diffusion concept. The influence of a (relatively

weak) longitudinal pressure gradient is also considered. The centra 1

point of view developed is that the mixed layer can be only weakly

stratified so that the buoyancy transport across the mixed layer, and

not the processes near the interface, controls the entrainment rate.

To model the turbulent transports of buoyancy and momentum, cornmon

'expressions for gradient transport in turbulent Couette and channel

flow are adopted. Using a similarity solution, results are given for

small and large Ri , where Ri is the overall Richardson number based
* *on the friction velocity. The entrainment rate obtained does not

depend on Ri at small Ri , and is inversely proportional to Ri at
* * *large Ri . The latter result ~s derived without introducing the usual

*assumption' that the increase ~n potential energy is proportional to the

work done by the shear stress, which assumption leads to the same result.

An adverse pressure gradient is found to decrease the entrainment rate.

An estimate of the mean velocity of the mixed layer is given.
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J. Introduction

TW9 cases can be distinguished as regards turbulent mixing across

a stable density interface. The turbu1ence ean be generated internal1y,

by a deve10ping shear flow for instance, or externa11y at (one of) the

boundaries of the flow field. The latter case is considered in this

note. One we11-known examp1e of external1y generated turbu1ence is the

mixing in the upper 1ayer and re1ated deepening of .t.hethermocline caused

by wind b10wing over a therma11y stratified lake.

Figure I shows the situation to be examined. A two+hayer system i s

initial1y at rest, both layers being constant-density 1ayers. The

fractional ~ensity difference is much less than unity, and transfer of

heat or mass across the free surface is absent. At a certain instant

a prescribed shear stress which afterwards remains constant starts to

act at the free surface, and a (weak) 10ngitudina1 pressure gradient may

be present. The resu1tir.g flow is assumed to be nearly homogeneous in the

horizontal direction. The mean velocity gradients in the upper 1ayer will

cause turbulence, which in turn leads to 'erosion' of the density interface:

f1uid from the 10wer 1ayer is transferred across the interface and is mixed

within the upper 1ayer while the interface remains sharp. The depth of the

upper 1ayer increases as time e1apses. One question which can be asked ~s

at what (entrainment) rate this depth increases.

This subject has intrigued numerous research-workers for some decades:

reference is made here to the reviews by Turner (~), Long (~), and Sherman

et al. <.~). Among the laboratory experiments done, those of Kato and Bhillips (!t)
are frequent1y quoted. The rates of entrainment these authors find seem to

agree, at least so far as the order of magnitude is concerned, with

measurements in nature (e.g. Ottesen Hansen (2), Kullenberg (~)). In particu1ar,

many investigations show the entrainment rate to be more or 1ess inverse1y

proportional to an overall Richardson number at sufficient1y large va1ues of

this parameter.

Theoretica1 approaches have been based on (i) overall energy considerations,

and (ii) higher-order turbu1ence mode1s. The former method is somewhat

intuitive, the crucia1 assumption being that the increase in potentia1 energy

owing tc mixing is proportionaI to the work done by the shear stress. Higher

order turbulence mode1s invo1ve a complicated set of equations which must be

solved numerical1y.
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Figure 1. Diagram of case considered

The aim of the present note is to establish a possible constraint

on the rate of entrainment imposed by the turbulence in the upper

layer and to tentatively find out what kind of turbulence modelling

would be required to predict realistic entrainment rates. Furthermore,

the influence of a longitudinal pressure gradient on entrainment ~s

examined. Some semi-quantitative results are obtained using the

gradient-transport concept. Secondary flows, such as Langmuir

circulations, are not considered explicitly.

2. Physical startingpoints

The object of the following observations is to provide a basis for

the analytical development presented in section 3.

- The interface remains sharp as it moves downwards, and the fluid ~n

the lower layer is not, or relatively little, disturbed. As such the

process has a wave-like character: the interface can be conceived of

as the front of a kinematic wave. It is therefore not bbvious before

hand to model entrainment as a diffusion process. However. if the

diffusive properties of the fluid depend on the distance to the front

in a certain way, the diffusion process will have a wave-like character.

This point is discussed further in the Appendix.

The buoyancy transport in the mixed (upper) layer suppresses the turbulence.

and, correspondingly, the vertical transport capacity. For given shear stress

at the free surface and longitudinal pressure gradient there will therefore

exist an upper limit to the buoyancy flux. Measurements <i. 2. Il, ~)
indicate that the mean velocity gradients are extreme near the free surface

and the interface. Therefore, the turbulence will be suppressed most

effectively at an intermediate level. See sections 3.1 and 3.4 for a

further discussion.
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If the flow in the upper layer wou Ld be laminar, entrainment would

not occur (~). It is therefore the turbulence, and not the mean flow,

that eauses the erosion ('detaehment of whisps of fluid', (~» of the

interface. This indicates that the turbulence near the interface ean

be only slightly(or not) inhibited by buoyancy effects, and that the

local Richardson numbers are small. An eroded (or thinned) interface

is unstable, and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability would cause breaking of

.i.nte.rnaI waves (.ê_, .!Q). The analysis of Hazel <'2), for i.nstanca , indicates

that at small Richardson numbers the growth rates of unstable waves

are more or less inversely proportional t~'the thickness of the interface.

The growth of unstable waves would therefore always become a rapid

process at an interface whieh is continuously eroded. As a consequence,

the mixing ~n the upper layer becomes the controling process, and wave

breaking occurs only after the mixing has proceeded to a certain degree.

The breaking of waves ~~ll therefore take place intermittently.

The basic assumption here i s that the rate of entrainment is determined

by the vertical transport capacity of the mixed layer, and that the wave

breaking and mixing at the interface is sufficiently rapid to provide

the buoyancy flux the mixed layer is able ta transport (this presupposes

miscible fluids). An order of magnitude analysis of the entrainment process

using this idea was given by Tennekes (l!).

3. Analytical development

3.1. Equations and turbulence modelling

Neglecting molecular effects and adopting the Boussinesq approximation,

the Reynolds equations for mass and horizont.il momentum in the mixed layer

may be written

-
~ + a -,~, 0- P wat az

- -au (1 -- ap+ - u'w'
at az Po ax

(la) t,

(I b)

where P ~s the density, p the density of the lower layer, p the pressure,o
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u,w are the horizontal and vertical velocity components, and x,z the

horizontal and vertical co-ordinates (the latter is positive in downward

direction). Overbars indicate mean values as regards turbulence, and

primes indicate fluctuations. The pressure gradient depends on time only.

The boundary conditions at the free surface are

p 'w' = 0, z ° (2a)

z = ° (2b)

where u is the friction velocity. For the time being, the lower layer
:I{

is assumed to be quiescent (implying neglect of viscous effects)*. Mass

transport and shear stress then vanish at, or just below, the interface.

This yields the boundary conditions

0, z = h (3a)

0, z = h (3b)

p p ,
o z = h (3c)

u = 0, z = h (3d)

The integral balances of mass and momentum are

h
I ' (p - p) dz° 0

!:lpho 0
(4a)

Cl hät f u dz =

°
-2 _ È_~u

:I{ P Clxo
(4b)

where!:lp ~s the initial density difference and h the initial depth ofo 0

the upper layer.

The initial, highly unsteady phase after the shear stress has started

to act on the free surface is not considered. Only the quasi-steady

* Viscous effects are considered ~n section 4 to predict the mean horizontal velocit
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development of the mixing layer occurring afterwards ~s examined,

see section 3.Z.

To make further progress possible, a form of turbulence modelling

is required. One of the simpler roodels starts from the gradient

-tradsport hypothesis,

-
p 'w' ::::: - K (z,t,Ri) !E

s az

-
u'w' K (z , t,Ri) au

::::: - m az

(5a)

(5b)

Here K and K are eddy diffusivity and eddy viscosity depending ort
s m

stability, characterized by the gradient Richardson number Ri,

(6)

K and K can be related to the turbulent kinetic energy,
s 1mZ --Z --Z

k = 2 (u' + v' + w' ), and the length scale, 1, of the large

eddies according to the Prandtl-Kolmogorov relations,

K = c /kl·.s s

K = c /klm m

where c ,c are coefficients. Some qualitative conclusions regarding
s m

the state of the turbulence can be drawn from the transport equation

for the kinetic energy. A modelled form of this equation may be written

(e.g. Il, !i), for the case under consideration,

ak
at

K " k3/Za (_"m dk) -, -, oU (1 f)az ak dZ - u w äZ - R - cD 1 (7)

where ak' cD are coefficients, and Rf ~s the flux Richardson number

defined by
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K
s Ri

K
m

(8)Rf -----=--,-, dU
Po u w äZ

Th~ terms on the RHS of (7) represent diffusion, product ion (Rf

accounting for buoyancy effects) and dissipation of k, respectively.

Rf is found experimentally to be significantly smaller than unity,

even under very stable conditions. Since furthermore the coefficients

1n (7) are of order unity, the orders of magnitude 1n the central region
)

(z ~ 2 h) of the three terms on the RHS are (d~/dZ 1S eliminated

using (4b»

k
K 2'mh

--2(u 'w')
Km

and

or, since K ~ Ikl,
m

1 2 k3/2
(-) -h 1

-, -, 2 k3/2
(~) -
k 1 and

If u'w' were much less than k, the dissipation term in (7) would be

dominant (presumably, diffusion is of secondary importance in many cases*,.

since (1/h)2« ) even under neutral conditions) and turbulence would

disappear. A condition for the turbulence to be quasi-stationary

therefore is

(9)

Here: the subscript n refers to neutral conditions. In near-wall

turbulence the ratio u'w'/k is known to vary only slightly with stability

(e.g. 12), whereas it markedly decreases with increasing stability in

free shear flows (e.g . ..!2., _!2). Wall eff.ects depend on the ratio of the

size of the large eddies and the distance to the wall (here the free

surface and the interface), or, in the present case, on the ratio

l/h (~, ..!i_). Under neutral conditions l/h 'V 0.) and wall effects are

* ~--------~~~--~------~------~----~~~--~--~------~--~~-----------------An exception is the case where the vertical velocity gradient becomes zero

somewhere within the mixed layer, see also the comment at the end of this scction
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important throughout the flow. Under very stable conditions l/h would

become much less, since 1 decreases with increasing stability <'!2) , and

the turbulence at z ~ !h would be of the same character as that in a

free shear flow. However, (9) precludes this situation, since u'w'/k would

then become much less than its value under neutral conditions. It may there

fore be concluded that the mixed layer can be only weakly stratified. This

conclusion will be seen to be essential for the existence of an upper bound

to the entrainment rate. It seems to be in agreement with experimental

evidence. Kato and Phillips (!) in their experiments with zero pressure

gradient observed velocity profiles which were very much like those ~n

unstratified Couette flow. Long (l) reconsidered Kato and Phillips'

experiment and correctly predicted the velocity of the annular screen driving

the flow without taking into account any buoyancy effects. Wu (~) did

experiments with a zero net horizontal mass transport (implying a longitudinal

pressure gradient) and observed velocity profiles similar to those in

unstratified flow over a fixed bottom. Furthermore, Tennekes (l!) shows that a

bulk Richardson number is of the order of the ratio of u and the velocity of
*the screen in Kato and Phillips' experiment, which ratio is experimentally found

to be quite small (see also section 4).

In view of the preceding remarks expressions for K and K sometimes assumeds m
for turbulent Couette flow and channel flow are introduced. Support to this

approach is also lent by the study of Csanady (~), who investigates the

correspondence between the turbulent flow along a sharp interface (or free

surface) and. tha t along asolid wall. A remarkable analogy is found, although

the determination of the 'roughness length' of the interface (free surface) is

troublesome.

The influence of buoyancy ~s accounted for by multiplying K and K withs m
functions, F and F , of the gradient Richardson number Ri. These considerations

s m
lead to the following expressions

Ks
(IOaJ

K = Km
. z

u z (I - -h) F (Ri)* m
(lOb;

where K is von Kármán's constant, and K/K the turbulent Prandtl number unders
neutral conditions. The influence of the pressure gradient on the turbulence

is ignored in equations 10. This restricts the applicability of the present

model to relatively weak pressure gradients (ap/ax ~ p u2/h or less). F and
o * s

F are decreasing functions of Ri, and F (0) = F (0) = I. According to the
Ol s Ol

preceding discussion Ri should be small, so that Fs ~ F ~ I.m
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It is explained in the Appendix that the interface is able to

move downwards despite the fact that the eddy diffusivity

and the transport of mass vanish at the interface.

As an alternative to (10) the mixing-length hypothesis could be

used. The results thus obtained would not differ substantially from

those derived here.

Obviously, both models break down when the vertical velocity gradient

becomes zero within the mixed layer. A finite value of Ri would then

require also a zero gradient of the density, so that both momentum and

buoyancy transport would be completely inhibited at this level. This

restriction sets an upper bound to the longitudinal pressure gradient

that can be dealt with in this way. The interesting case of a zero net

horizontal mass-transport, for instance, is just ou~side the range of

applicability of the simple turbulence model adopted .

.3.2. Similari ty

The equations ~n section 3.1. permit a similarity solution, which

may be written

f::.ph
o 0 pen)p I:: Po- het)

u
~

V(n)=
0

,·0

(11a)

(1lb)

z
Ti = het) (11c)

het) = h + W to e
( lId)

where Pand Vare dimensionless density difference and dimensionless

velocity, and w the unknown but constant entrainment velocity. Ae
constant entrainment velocity also follows from dimensional considerations

(20). Substituting (11) into (1) and us~ng boundary conditions (2), (3a)

and (3b) yields upon integration for the turbulent transports

(12a)
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2(I - yTl). U
X (12b)

where U' = dU/dn, and y the (constant) dimensionless pressure gradient,

y _ het) .Q.P_
- p u2 eX

o H

The remark following (Ia) as regards the range of pressure gradients

considered requires y to be of order one or less. The integral balances

(4) yield ,the conditions

I
J

o
P (n) dn = (13a)

1
J

o
l-y

U(n) dn = E/Ri

*
( l3b)

where E = w /u , and Ri = f:"p g h / (p u2) is an overall Richardson
e* * 000*

number. The boundary conditions (3c) and (3d) give P(I) = U(I) = o.
Equations 12 then show, fot n = I, that the conditions (3a) en (3b)

are consistent with the conditions (3c) and (3d). Integrating (12b)

by parts and substituting n = I then again yields (13b). The latter

equation shows that a zero net horizontal mass-transport corresponds

with a value of y equal to unity. Equation 13b therefore gives as a

necessary condition tha,tY should be less than unity for the velocity

gradient not to become zero. Equation 6 becomes

Ri = ( 14)

Introducing the expressions for the turbulent transports, equations 5

and la, (12) becomes

EP t
-

_p'
+ K (I-n) p' F --2

s s (U ') _
o (15a)
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+ K n(l-n) U' Fm
r -P' 1
[(U') 2J (15b)

Equations 15 form a coupled system of non-linear equations with

dependent variables Pand U'; the only additional condition is given

by (13a).

3.3. Solution for small Ri
*

At sufficiently small values of Ri buoyancy effects ean be~
anticipated to be irrelevant, which indicates the functions F ands
F in (15) to be nearly unity in this case. It is assumed here thatm
F = F = land the conditions for the gradient Richardson numbersm'
to be small at all depths are determined afterwards. Using (13a), the

solution of (IS) then ~ecomes
E

E -~s
(I + K)( I - n)

s
p

u' = [ (.!. -K

E-1+-
..l..) (I - n) K
K-E

(16a)

+ (16b)

It is shown below that the exponent in (16b) is always negative. This

equation therefore yields as acondition for the vertical velocity

gradient not to become zero

J_ > 0
K K-E

or

EY < 1 - -
K

(17)

Equations 14 and 16 g~ve for the gradient Richardson number
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Ri = ERi
H . J2

+ .J_ (1 -li 1-;
K-E

(18)

Ri will be small at 1l::: I, provided

or

E <
ie--- (19)

2-E
K s

, IA.
)

Otherwise, Ri would become very large riear the interface, and the

turbulence would dissappear. Therefore, (19) sets an upper limit to

the entrainment rate under nearly neutral conditions. Assuming

K = 0.40 and K IK"" 1.4 (_!_, p. 160) yields E < 0.31. The actual maximum
s

entrainment rate seems to be E :::0.28 (ll). Thus Ri is found to tend

to zero, or possibly a small positive ~alue, at the interface. This

also holds near the free surface.

Equation 18 indicates that, for values of y well below the ~pper

bound given by (17), buoyancy effects will be negligible at all depths

if ERi «1. Those effects do become appreciable, however, if
~

1
E 'V--Ri_*

(20)

Since Ri then is of order one Ln the central region. Equation 20

indicates anoth~r upper bound to the entrainment rate, since the flow

in the mixed layer can be o~ly weakly s~ratifie~. ....

3.4. Solution for iarge Rix

The entrainment rate can be expected to be small, E « 1, at large

values of Ri (the dimensionless pressure gradient y is assumed to be of
H

order unity, as before). Therefore, an asymptotic solution of (15) for E
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tending to zero is sought. Taking for the time being F as a
s

function of D rather than of Ri, (15a) may be integrated to give

~ c C exp [- ~s
D

J
o

(21)

Expanding the exponential function gives

[

En
P=c 1-- !

Ks 0
if ln(I-TV = o (I)

The (weak) restriction on n, which follows from (21) S1nce

F ~ I, indicates that a relatively small region near the interfaces
(n = I) is excluded. The integration constant C follows from (13a).

After some algebra this gives

p = dD
F (D)s

if ln(I-D) = 0(1)

(22)

As aresult (15a) becomes, with the same restriction on n,

E + K (I-n) P'F (Ri) = 0(E2)s s

or, using (14),

E - K (I-n)(U,)2 Ri F (Ri) = 0(E2)
s s (23)

The first term 1n (I5b) is small, that 1S

K n(l-n) U'F (Ri) + I-Yn =_I_O(E) if ln(1-11)
m /Ri /RI

* *
O( I) (24)

Eliminating U' between (23) and (24) yields

~s (I-Yn)
E - 2" 2

K n (I-n)

or, substituting from (B)
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Rf(Ri)
F (Ri)m

(25)

Equation 25 gives'Ri as a function of n, so that the function Fs
in (22) may be conceived of as a function of n indeed. Equations 22,

24 and 25 represent the first-order solution of (15) in implicit form

(a local expansion would be needed near n = I).

According to (25), Rf/F (and hence Ri) attain a maximum at
m

n n following frome

y < 1

Equation 25 then gives, cf. (20),

(26)

where

f(y)

2(I - Yn )e
2n (I - n )e e

Equation 26 shows that, at large Ri , the entrainment rate ~s inversely
H

proportional to Ri . This result has been obtained here without
H

introducing the usual assumption that the increase in potential energy

is proportional to the work done by the shear stress at the free

surface (in the case where y = 0).

Figure 2 shows n and the factor f in (26) as functions of the
e

dimensionless pressure gradient y. The turbulence parameter (RfjF )m max
depends on stability, which, according to the discussion in section

3. I.,. should be weak. It is therefore i~~sonabl~ to ~s~ume that in

first approximation (Rf/F ) ~s independent of y.. The function f then
m max

also represents the dependence of the entrainment rate on the pressure

gradient (at fixed Ri ). In the case of zero net horizontal mass-transport
H

y is equal to unity, see the comment following (13). Figure 2 shows
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Figure 2. Influence of pressure gradient on entrainment

that the entrainment rate would then be reduced to zero. This result

is not reliable, however, since the turbulence model adopted is

valid for values of y (appreciably) less than uni ty. Nevertheless,

the tentative conclusion of a drastically reduced entrainment rate'

at zero net horizontal mass-transport is in qualitative agreement

with the experiments of Wu (~). His results indicate entrainment

rates less than 10 per cent of those found by Kato and Phillips

( y = 0).

The condition of weak stratification implies that the value of

the flux Richardson number in the parameter (Rf/F ) should be lessm max
than its critical value, Rf , under very stabie conditions. Arya (~)cr
and others (e.g. 1) find Rf ~ 0.15 to 0.40. Adopting, as an example,- cr
Rf = 0.1 (this value is supported by the field measurements of

Kullenberg (6» and F = 0.8 yields, in the case of a zero pressure- m
gradient, E ~ 2/Ri . Obviously, other values of the proportionality* .
constant can be obtained by varying the parameters. The example is not

unrealistic, .however, and yields entrainment rates in the same order of

mag~itude as those found experimentally (Kato and Phillips obtained

E ~ 2.5/Ri ).
*
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3.5. A simple model involving a maximum entrainment rate

The discussion in seetion 3.1. leading to the conclusion of

weak stratification was needed to show that the value of F ~nm
"(26) should not differ too much from unity. The model equations

underlying (26) do not imply any restrietions as regards the value

of F .m
However, sueh functions F (Ri) and F (R.) can be devised, that

s m i.

the equations mentioned automatically set lower bounds to F ands
F . This ean be realized by requiring that the parameter
m

Rf(Ri)
F (Ri)m

oeeurring ~n (25) and (26) attains a maximum for some (small) value

of Ri. As an example eonsider the linear funetions

F = I- a Ri Ri <
s s as

F = I-a Ri
m m

(27a)

(27b)

where a and a are eonstants. sinee in the case eonsidered buoyaney
s m

transport is more effeetively inhibited by stratifieation than

momentum transport (l, p. 160), the eoeffieient a should be smallerm
than a • Equations 27 give (figure 3)

s

(~:)max =
K
S

K 4(a s a )m
at Ri 2as

(28a,b)_ a
m

Only Riehardson numbers in the range 0 __< Ri < 1/ (2a _ a ) are ofs m
interest. Equation 28b and figure 3 show that the condition of weak

stratification requires the eoeffieients a to be taken much smallerm
than a • The factor I/(a _ a ) in (28a) is .therefore of the order of

s s m
magnitude of a critical gradient Richardson number at which turbulence

would be completely suppressed. Denoting this parameter by Ri ,cr
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Figure 3. Linear functions F and F
s m

(26) becomes on substitution from (28a)

K Ris cr
E ~ f(r) 4K2 Ri*

Assuming K IK 1.4 and, rather arbitrarily, Ri = 0.6s cr
yields, in the case of a zero pressure gradient, E ~ 3.S/Ri ,

*which is again of the same order as experimental values.

4. Estimate of mean velocity at large Ri
*

- .......

am

(29)

The theory developed in section 3 aimed at determining the

entrainment rate. In the case of large overall Richardson number

Ri , however, the theory is not adequate to predict the mean
*velocity in the mixed layer. This can be seen in the following way.

The integral balance of momentum, equation 4b, gives together with

.the similarity assumpti.on (equations 11)_.'

w ue
2

u
:H

-
1:_iP_
p dXo

(30)
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=
\V,hereu is the mean horizontal velocity,

= I h
u = - f u dz

h 0

Substituting from (26) then yields

= 1-yu ex;
u
*

indicating that the mean velocity would tend to infinity,

if the friction velocity u goes to zero. This physically
*unrealistic behaviour can be remedied by assuming that the lower

layer is able to vertically transfer horizontal momentum. This

requires a non-zero (molecular or,effective) viscosity of the

fluid in this layer. It will be demonstrated that this modification

of the theory limits the mean velocity, but practically leaves the

entrainment rate unchanged.

A.somewhat simplified problem ~s considered for convenience:

buoyancy effects are ignored, that is, the functions F and F are
s m

equated to unity (an overall effect of buoyancy could be absorbed

in the coefficients K and K), and a zero pressure gradient iss
assumed (Y = 0).

The flow in the upper layer will now induce a flow in the lower

.layer. The boundary conditions at the interface become (mass transport

in the lower layer ~s neglected, as before)

p'w' = 0 (3Ia)

(u'w')o (3Ib)
at z = h

p (3 lc)

u = u (3Id)o

where the subscript 0 refers to the lower layer. The velocity u iso
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the horizontal velocity just below the int~rface. The integral

balance of momentum for the mixed layer becomes

a h
at f u dz =

o
w u + u2 - (u'w')
e 0 * z=h

or

w ~u= u2 - (u'w')
e * z=h

(32)

=where ~u = u - u . The expression for the eddy viscosity ~n theo
mixed layer is modified according to

K = KU z (I - a -hz)m :l{
(33)

there a is a coefficient, 0 < a <I, to account for the non-zero

viscosity at and below the interface. Obviously, other distributions

of K could be assumed for this purpose. Assuming continuity of them
(eddy) viscosi ty profile at z = h gives

KU h (I - cl) = v
~ 0

(34)

where v r s the viscosi ty of the lower layer at z = h . Equation 34o
determines a. Although hand hence a are slowly varying functions

of time, a will be treated as a constant. Equation 34 may be written

a = I - KRe

*
(35)

where Re = u hiv is a Reynolds number. The solution of (15b),* :l{ 0

with the factor (I -11) now replaced by (I - (11), becomes

u' = - ----------
I-!_

KM 11(I - a11) aK
*

from which

(u'w')
z=h

(36)
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In the case of large Reynolds numbers, (32), (36) and (35)

yield for the velocity difference ~u
E

~u I - (KRe )
= -----=*..:.._--

E

K

(37)

For small entrainment rates (E« K), consequently for large

Ri , (37) may be approKimated by
*

~u
u
*

I::- ln (K Re )
K * (38)

which shows ~u to remain finite, even if E = w /u tends to zero,
e *

because of the non-zero viscosity of the lower layer. Also, ~u does

not depend on Ri for large values of this parameter.
*The maximum value of Re in the experiments of Kato and Phillips Ci),

*and Kantha et al. (20) was about 3000. Equation 38 then gives ~u/u < 18.- .*
The dependenee on Re is weak: Re = 500 would give ~u/u ::13. Kato and

* * *Phillips report that in their experiments the horizontal velocity in

the central region was about half of that of the screen. Neglecting

the velocity in the lower layer, this suggests the relationship

u ~u 2s :: 2 - :: - ln (K Re )
Ü u K ** *

(39)

where u is the screen velocity, The measured screen velocities weres
less than those predicted by (39), possibly as a result of side-wall

friction. Long (l) derived in a different way

us 2 ln .!! + A
K a (40)u

*
where a and A are unknown constants: Equation 39 gives the same

functional dependence of u on h, Re being proportional to h. Equation 40
s *

can be brought into line with the experimental data of Kato and Phillips,

but not with those of Kantha et al.
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The influence of the viscosity of the lower layer on the

entrainment rate at large Ri can be determined in the way
*described in section 3.4. For large Reynolds numbers, which are

relevant from a practical point of view, the equivalent of (26) is

E=«I 4 27 (Rf) _1_
- K Re ) 4K max Ri

* *
(41)

The function F does not appear, S1nce it was equated to unitym
beforehand. Equation 41 shows that at large Re the influence of

*viscosity on the rate of entrainment is negligibly small, as

opposed to the influence on the mean velocity.

5. Concluding remarks

The results obtdiiled indicate that, for the turbulence to be

maintained, the stratification can bè only weakly stabilized by

buoyancy effects, and that this sets an upper bound to the entrainment

rate. The relatively good agreement between (26) or (29) and most of

the available experimental data (.l., 1, ~, 2, 2_, the Ri-I dependenee
:ti

in (26) and (29) is also found in 7 and _g) suggests the diffusive

properties of the mixed layer to con~rol the rate of entrainment

indeed. The entrainment process at the interface itself seems not to

be the ~imiting factor.

The experiments of Kantha et al. (20) do not show the -I
Ri dependence.

:ti
found to decrease more rapidlyAt large Ri the rate of entrainment is

*
with increasing Ri . The explanation of this different behaviour is not~
clear.

A turbulence model predicting quantitatively correct entrainment

rates should account for the decrease in the ratio u'w'/k with

increasing stability to warrant the mixed layer to remain weakly

stratified. The simplest model including this property seems to be an

'algebraic-stress model' (_!.2., 23, ..!.!!.). In turbulence models of this

type the transport equations of the Reynolds stresses are model led

(and drastically simplified) 1n addition to those for turbulent
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kinetic energy and dissipation. Turbulence models were applied

to wind mixing by Spalding and Svensson (24),and Lewellen et al. (25).

These authors report only qualitative agreement with the measurements

of Kato and Phillips, however. Possibly, part of the discrepancy ~s

caused by wall effects (here the presence of interface and free

surface).

A much simpler, although somewhat artificial and less universal,

way to obtain a finite entrainment rate is to prescribe such functions

F and F , that the parameter RffF attains a maximum at a relativelys m m
small value of Ri. In view of the various uncertainties involved,

however, turbulence measurements in the mixed layer are indispensable

for quantitative predictions.
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Appendix - Diffusion-controled fronts

The one-dimensional diffusion equation reads, 1n the absence

of advection,

ar = .!__ (K ~)
at dZ dZ (Al)

where r is a scalar quantity like concentration or temperature.

The diffusivity K depends on the properties of the medium

dispersing the scalar. Assume that a simple, translatory wave 1S

propagating through the otherwise undisturbed medium, and that the

diffusive properties of the medium depend on the distance behind the

front of this wave according to

K(z,t) = 0, Z > ct (A2a)

K(z, t) K(ct-z), z < ct (A2b)

Here c is the velocity of propagation of the wave; the path of the

front in the (z , t)-plane is given by z = ct. Equation Al then allows

solutions of the form

r(z,t) = r(ct-z) (A3)

which shows that a wave solution does exist under these circumstances.

Letting ct-z = y, (Al) changes to

d (K dr)
dy dy

dr- c - = 0
dy

which may be integrated once to give

K dr - cr
dy

= constant (A4)

As an example, the solution to (A4) is given for the case wher e

the diffusivity behind the front is proportional to the distance
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to the front (K = by, b and y > 0). Using (A2a), it l.S

(figure 4a)

r = ro z > ct
c
b

r = r· + A(ct- z) , z < ct
0

(A5a

(A5b

Here rand A are constants of integration. Note the agreement
o

of (A5b) with (I6a).

To determine the propagation velocity c, Hhich is arbitrary

at this stage, it would be necessary to introduce a controling

mechanism behind the front like that described in section 3, for

instance.

It is easily verified that in the example considered the transport

(- Kar /oz) vanishes at z = ct, and at first sight it may seem contra

dictory that nevertheless the front can propagate. However, (Al)

expresses that the rate of change of the scalar (ar/at) equals (minus)

the gradient of t.he transport (a/az(K sr! az»), and this quantity

differs from zero as z t ct (it even tends to infinity if c/b < 1).

Ther.efore, the front is able to travel into the region with zero

diffusivity, see also figure 4b.

r

ro
--_,>~.z ct

positive
transport

front

zero
transport

control volume

Figure 4. Example of diffusion~controled front, ~ shape of front

for various values of c/b, b control volume enclosing the front




